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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

Integrative cancer care is the treatment of cancer patients with effective conventional 

treatments in a healing atmosphere, under medical treatment, based on findings from dietary, 

biochemistry, exercise, and psycho-oncology research. The principles of optimum healing 

settings are closely aligned with the aspects of integrative cancer care. Thus, expectations of 

well-being are reproduced; transformative self-care strategies are common therapeutic tools; 

the development of healing presence among staff and therapeutic alliances with patients is 

focused; health-promoting behavioural patterns instruction is standard; and collaborative 

integration of complementary and alternative medicine into the practise is common. This 

research aim is to study healing elements in a cancer treatment centre and positive 

psychological effects on its patients in Malaysia. This research is based on data obtained from 

the online survey questionnaire that polled patients, accompany or family members that often 

using facilities of particular cancer treatment centre involved. The data was analysed to 

evaluate and determine the healing element attributes and its level of satisfaction that influence 

the strategic approach to the positive psychological effects for users. The research also aim to 

determine the issues that medical treatment facilities and type of  healing medium used before 

it can be use by patient that fulfill the requirements of all categories of cancer. The results of 

the study suggested an ideal healing medium and interaction design approach that highlight on 

sustainability is needed for the healthcare authority to successfully managing the treatment 

centre. It is hope that the study can contribute to the improvement of healing elements in a 

cancer treatment centre and positive psychological effects on its patients in Malaysia.  
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